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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ABSTRACT 

There exists certain information which is highly confidential for both commercial and non-

commercial use but in a situation when data is transferred through the open networks the 

same information becomes highly insecure. So in order to keep the data safe and protect it 

from being leaked, cryptography is used. In this paper we provide a method of encryption of 

any message using graph theory and ciphers modifying the method tabula recta. 

Key Words Tabula recta, graph, adjacency matrix. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

21
st
 century is the era of competition in which everyone wants to break the records and along 

with that, the most important, protecting the records (personal information) highly 

confidential and protected. Today every person has his own personal information which he 

doesn’t want to share with anyone for example ATM pin, computer passwords etc. but in 

some situations like ecommerce the information is shared, like for buying anything online, 

card information is submitted. To keep that information safe cryptography is used. 

Cryptography is a technique in which instead of giving the important information directly to 

open networks the information is sent in some unreadable gibberish form known as cipher 

text. Converting the information to cipher text is called encryption. The information after 

reaching the desired location is again converted back to readable form by using the same 

algorithm used in encrypting the same. The main advantage of cryptography is that the author 

can make his own algorithm to encrypt-decrypt the data so no other person can recognize the 

data written in cipher text form keeping the data restricted to the limited people. 

 

PRELIMNARY NOTE 

In this section we provide the results of graph theory and Tabula recta used to construct the 

proposed encryption scheme. 

Graph 

A graph consists of a finite nonempty set V = V ( G ) of p vertices together with a 

prescribed set X of q unordered pairs of distinct points of V. Each pair x = { u, v } of the 

points in X is a line of G, and x is said to join u and v. We write x = uv and say that u and v 

are adjacent points. An adjacency matrix for a graph G with n – vertices and no parallel 

edges is an n by n symmetric binary matrix X = [ xij] defined over the ring of integers such 

that 

  

ij

1, if thereisan edgebetween ith and jth verticesand
x

0, if thereis noedgebetween them
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If the adjacency matrix is given then the graph can be constructed and vice versa.  

The graphs and the corresponding adjacency matrices is given below [ 1 ]. 

 
 

Tabula Recta 

In cryptography, the tabula recta (from Latin tabula rēcta) is a square table of alphabets, each 

row of which is made by shifting the previous one to the left. The term was invented 

by Johannes Trithemius in 1508, and used in his cipher. In order to encrypt a plaintext, one 

locates the row with the first letter to be encrypted, and the column with the first letter of the 

key. The letter where the line and column cross is the ciphertext letter. The model for Tabula 

recta is provided in table 1 [ 2 ]. 

 
Table 1 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/tabula#Latin
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rectus#Latin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Trithemius
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trithemius_cipher
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Proposed Encryption Scheme 

The original Tabula recta simply rearranges the alphabets and then use it for encryption. In 

our method we modify the table and generate a 10 x 26 matrix where rows represent the 

numbers from 0 – 9 and columns represent alphabets from A – Z. The table used in our 

proposed method id shown in Table 2. 

 

 
Table 2 

 

For each message to be encoded we assign a random sequence of numbers which acts as the 

key. We then use the new table to convert it into a cipher text. We further improve this by 

creating a fake adjacency matrix and then the graph corresponding to this adjacency matrix.  

 

Construction of fake adjacency matrix 

We construct the k x k adjacency matrix A as follows 

The rows and columns shall represent the alphabets of the message in the order they appear in 

the message S. The key numerical string chosen will be of length k. the number of nonzero 

entry in the first row will be equal to the first numerical value. The number of nonzero entry 

in the second row will be equal to the second numerical value and so on. 

 

Construction of the digraph G 

Arrange the k vertices of the graph in a circle. These vertices are assigned labels in the 

sequential order as they appear in the message. We assign colors to the vertices of the graph. 

We can fix one key color. Say if the key color is red, then we assign red color to only one 

vertex. The remaining vertices can be colored with any color except red. The message will be 

arranged clockwise or anticlockwise starting from the red vertex. Edges of the graph will be 

based on the adjacency matrix A constructed. 

There are infinite number of graphs available online. So when the message is encrypted in a 

graph and available online, it is difficult to differentiate original graphs and fake one 

available online.  
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Encryption Algorithm  

 Let the data to be encrypted be S, so that length of S = k 

 Choose any string of numbers of length k  ( key ).  

 Cipher text is generated using table 2.  

 Design the adjacency matrix A ( as described above ). 

 Generate the directed graph G ( as described above ) corresponding to A.  

 Assign different colors to the vertices of the graph and fix one color as the key color.  

 Send G to the receiver. 

Every letter of the cipher text is arranged in the clock wise or anticlockwise order to construct 

the graph. Using the adjacency matrix the graph is constructed accordingly 

 

Decryption Algorithm 

 From the graph G decide the cipher text. 

 Generate the adjacency matrix A to determine the key. 

 Now using the cipher text and key as reference we obtain the original data by looking 

in the discrete table.  

Example 

Let the message to be encoded be COMPUTER. We can choose any numerical string of 

length eight as the key. Suppose the key is 23542123. From the discrete table the message is 

converted as ERRTWUGU. Let the adjacency matrix be 

  

E R R T W U G U

E

R

R

T
A

W

U

G

U

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

 

 

  The corresponding graph G is  

 
 

 

which would be send to the receiver. 
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Suppose the received graph is  

 
 

Suppose that the key color is blue and the message is labeled clockwise. Then the message is 

PHRFKP ( taken clockwise ). The corresponding adjacency matrix is  

 

P H R F K P

P

H

R

F

K

P

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 1

 

By adding each row of the matrix we can generate key as 234324. From the discrete table 

using the keyword and cipher text we can decode the original word. 
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For the first alphabet, in the above table keyword is represented by yellow text, Cipher text 

by blue color. The message decoded is shown in the following table. 

  

KEYWORD(COLUMN)  CIPHER TEXT DECODED 

MESSAGE 

2 R P 

3 H E 

4 R N 

3 F C 

2 K I 

4 P L 

 

So the message us decoded as PENCIL. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The choice of the key numerical string is random. Given a string of length k the number of 

possible choice for the key is atleast k!. Next each row of the adjacency matrix can done 

randomly. Each row is independent of each other and there are numerous ways in which the 

matrix can be constructed. Also the choice of the key color in the graph increases the 

complexity of the encoding method. The message can be arranged clockwise or 

anticlockwise. Also numerous graphs are available online. So it is difficult to find the 

difference between a original and fake graph. So the three level of secured transmission of 

any message promises that the proposed method is a strong encryption scheme. 
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